
Due to variations in the style and design of our products, the photographs and illustrations shown in this instruction manual 
are generic, therefore product fabrics, colour and design may vary from images shown. CNP Brands reserves the right to 
alter product specifications without notice as a result of our ongoing policy of product improvement. 
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Congratulations on your purchase of the  
Childcare Twin Rover Stroller.This product has been 
designed and developed with safety, comfort and 
functionality in mind. Please take the time to read this 
manual carefully before using this product and keep it 
in a safe place for future reference. To ensure that you 
receive the best service and warranty from 
CNP Brands, please remember to complete and 
return the warranty card as soon as possible.



assembly contents

Check what you have received...

You have received 1 box. Please check the contents  
of the box against the list below. If anything is missing, 
please contact CNP Brands Customer Service  
on 1300 667 137.

1 stroller frame

supplied loose in box:
3 front dual swivel wheels
1 hood



assembly instructions

To open and assemble the stroller

1 Hold the stroller by the handles and release the   
 storage latch.

2 Hold the handles and allow the front legs to drop   
 towards the floor. Do not try to open the stroller by  
 forcing the handles apart.

3 Push down on the lower locking bar until frame is fully  
 opened and locked. (Check that both the upper and  
 lower locking bar are fully engaged)

To assemble front swivel wheels 

1 To assemble the wheel, press it firmly onto the front  
 legs. 
 Push until wheel clicks into position. Pull back on   
 wheel to ensure that it is secure.
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Assemble Front Wheel
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assembly instructions (cont.)

stroller operation

To attach hood

1 Attach the hood clips to each side of the stroller frame by pushing the clips until they snap into  
 place.

2 Attach the middle section of the hood by aligning the hood clasp to the protruding pin and connect.

3. Tie down the hood with Velcro on either side and around the top of the centre tube.
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To use the hood

1 To open the hood, pull forward and push down the side hood  
 hinges.

2 To close the hood, lift up the side hood hinges and pull back.

Caution: The hood must be fully closed before folding the stroller.
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stroller operation (cont)

1
To adjust backrest

This stroller has an adjustable backrest. The upright 
position on the backrest is not suitable for use with 
children less then six months old. 

For use with a newborn (2-6mths), the seat should 
fully reclined (that is 130º to horizontal). The backrest 
should only be adjusted to a more upright position as 
the child grows older and is able to support its head 
without assistance.

1 Squeeze both the right and left hand latches fully 
 and pull them back towards the rear of the stroller to 
 the desired layback position. Lift the backrest to 
 select a more upright seating position.

Caution: Do not adjust the backrest while child is in the stroller.

To adjust the seat extension

1 Lower the seat extension by pressing up the release  
 latches located underneath on both sides of the seat  
 extension. Then push the leg support down. Raise the  
 seat extension by lifting it until the release latches lock into  
 place.

Tether strap
1 Ensure tether strap is used at all times. Make sure your  
 hand is fed through the loop as per the diagram.
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stroller operation (cont.)

To use the swivel wheels

1 To lock swivels, lift the locking clip up. 
 The swivel wheels can only be locked when the wheels 
 are in the trailing position (wheels under frame).
2 Push the locking clip down to allow the wheels to swivel.

Harness

To secure the child in the harness, push buckle  
(a) and (b) into the buckle housing (c) until the buckle 
prongs snap into position. Carefully adjust the harness 
by pulling the slider (d) until the desired fit is achieved 
in the lap, shoulder and crotch strap. To release the 
buckle, squeeze the top and bottom prongs until 
it disengages.

Caution: Always adjust the harness when changing the seating position of 
the child.

To use the brakes

1 To lock the brakes, push down on each brake lever with foot.
 To release the brakes, lift each brake lever up with foot.

Warning: Always apply both brakes when parking the stroller.

shoulder
straps

(b) buckle 
prongs

(c) buckle 
housing

(a) buckle 
prongs

(d) slider
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stroller operation (cont.)

Cleaning

To ensure the long-lasting use of your stroller, dry it with a soft absorbent cloth after use in rainy  
weather. Use a damp cloth to clean the frame. Do not use abrasive cleaners. After using your stroller on 
the beach, clean the frame and wheels thoroughly with water to remove the sand and salt. Allow it to dry 
thoroughly. Removable and non removable fabric covers and trims may be cleaned using a damp cloth 
with soap or mild detergent. Allow it dry completely before folding or storing it away. Do not dry clean, or 
use bleach on fabrics or trims. Do not machine wash, tumble or spin dry, unless the care labelling on the 
product permits these methods.

Maintenance

Check stroller regularly to ensure that locking devices and components are secure and working properly. 
Always check parts regularly for tightness of screws, nuts and other fasteners – tighten or replace if 
required. To maintain the safety of your stroller, seek prompt repairs for bent, torn, worn or broken parts. 
Use only those parts and accessories approved by CNP Brands. If the wheels squeak, use silicone based 
spray or light oil ensuring it penetrates the wheel and axle assembly. To prevent mould or mildew, do not 
fold or store the product if it is damp or wet. Allow it to dry thoroughly. Always store the product in a well 
ventilated area and away from direct sunlight.

To fold the stroller

Close the canopy and return backrest in the fully upright position. 
Apply the brake and lock the swivel wheels.

1 Lift the lower locking bar
2 Depress and release the secondary lock
3 Push handles forward until the frame is fully folded - 
 engage storage lock.
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how to care for your stroller



Subject to the following, C.O. White Pty Ltd ACN 004 169 233 of 20 Calarco Drive, Derrimut, Victoria, 3030,  
trading as CNP Brands (‘CNP Brands’) warrants that:

1 This product complies with all safety requirements, and where applicable, those specified in the Australian  
 and New Zealand Safety Standards as at the date of purchase; and
2 This product is free from defects in workmanship and material under normal use for 12 months from the date of purchase,  
 as recorded on the invoice (‘warranty period’). However, where the product has been purchased or is used for commercial  
 purposes, the warranty period is three months from the date of purchase, as recorded on the invoice. In the event of a  
 defect during the warranty period, you are requested to contact your retailer or place of purchase.

Subject to the following, the warranties do not apply in the following circumstances:
1 Where the product is not supplied to CNP Brands or an authorised repair agent with the original sales receipt.
2 The defect is the result of use of the product not in accordance with the instructions given in any manual or instructions  
 supplied with this product (including, but not limited to, where the maximum weight allowance specified for the product  
 has been exceeded), or maintenance that is contrary to the instructions given in any manual or instructions supplied 
 with this product.
3 Damage caused directly or indirectly by repairs that have been carried out by you and any third party  
 (excluding authorised repair agents).
4 Where the defect is discolouration, damage to the fabric or watermarks due to washing that has not been in  
 accordance with the instructions given in any manual or instructions supplied with this product, exposure to rainwater, 
 or exposure to sunlight.
5 The defect is as a result of accidental damage.
6 The defect is as a result of damage caused to the product by negligent transportation of the product  
 other than by CNP Brands.
7 Where the product has been damaged through the use of accessories that have not been  
 approved for use by CNP Brands in relation to the product.

The warranties are non-transferable and may only be invoked by the first owner. Any undertakings implied by the Goods Act 
1958 (Vic) in respect of the product are expressly negated. None of the above is intended nor should be interpreted as 
restricting, modifying, excluding, or having the effect of restricting, modifying or excluding the rights of the consumer under the 
Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth), in relation to the supply of the product to the consumer, including merchantable quality of the 
product, fitness for purpose, supply by description and/or supply by sample (subject to the limitations on such rights as set 
out in that Act). The above is to be interpreted in accordance with the law of the State of Victoria and the Courts of the State 
of Victoria have exclusive jurisdiction over any dispute arising out of the effect or interpretation of the above.

warranty terms and conditions


